Creative Christmas Craft Ideas from Bostik
CREATIVE CHRISTMAS CARDS
Christmas Cards are must-have items at Christmas time, so rather than spend a
fortune on shop-bought cards, get crafty and make these simple but creative
masterpieces yourself- …
What you need
Coloured card in red, green and blue
White hand made paper, rough
Bostik Clear Gel
Bostik Art & Craft Rainbow Glitter Glue Set
Bostik Art & Craft Crazy Clay
Bostik Art & Craft Funky Bitz Wheel
Bostik Blits Stik Super Glue Gel
Bostik Prestik
Ribbon,sharp scissors, pencil and wiggle eyes
How to go about it (left to right)
Xmas Tree Card: Fold your blue card in half, roughly tear the hand made white paper
into the shape of a snow slope and paste down with Clear Gel. Cut out 3 small tree
shapes from green paper and fold in half to give a 3D effect … only glue down the
spine with a long thin bead of Clear Gel.
Use gold ribbon as tree trunks and blue and gold stars from the Funky Bitz Wheel to
decorate the sky. Use a small blob of Prestik on the end of a pencil to pick them up
easily.
Xmas Stocking Card: Fold your red card in half and cut out the shape of a Xmas
stocking leaving the card joined along the left side. Draw the toe and heel shape onto
the stocking with pencil and then fill in with a Green Glitter Glue Pen and outline with
a Gold Glitter Glue Pen - leave to dry. Once dry decorate the main red section of your
card with a Red Glitter Glue Pen and stars from the Funky Bitz Wheel. Use a small
blob of Prestik on the end of your paintbrush or pencil to help pick up the sequins.
Finally, roughly tear some white hand made paper for the top part of the stocking,
stick down with Clear Gel, decorate with a Gold Glitter Glue Pen, and stick down the
finishing touches of a ribbon and bell with Clear Gel.

Snowman Card: Fold white card in half and cut into snowman shape leaving the card
joined in the bottom left hand corner. Decorate your snowman with goodies from the
Funky Bitz Wheel. Also decorate with Glitter Glue Pens in different colours. The
snowman’s nose and scarf were made from Crazy Clay to give a fabulous 3D effect
and decorated with Glitter Glue Pens and Funky Bitz. Crazy Clay must be stuck down
using Blits Stik Super Glue Gel.

CRAFTY HINT AND TIP
Prestik has a hundred and one uses, but here’s a nifty new one we discovered whilst
making these creative Crafts …
Place a small blob of Prestik on
the end of a pen or paintbrush to
pick up beads and delicate
sequins.

This makes it really easy to pick
up finicky little bits and place
them, exactly where you want
them!

